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How To Order? 

1. Note the Serial and Model Numbers located on the Door Data Plate.  

2. Measure the frame’s net width opening. The net width is the clear space measured from the left jamb to 

the right jamb when walking through the frame. 

3. Go online to mywalkinparts.com > Doors / Door Hardware > Door Sweeps 

4. Click on the Arctic Door Sweep listing for the standard gray color door sweep.  

5. Choose a sweep size from the drop down menu based on the measurement from step 2. 

6. Add to the cart. 

7. Go to the cart and select the number of sweeps to be ordered - one sweep per door. 

8. Add the Serial and Model Numbers from step 1 in the Order Notes Section before checking out. 

9. Check your order one more time and proceed to check out. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

• If your door sweep dimension is not listed, please contact our support team at parts@arcticwalkins.com 

• If your sweep doesn’t look like the ones pictured, please contact us at parts@arcticwalkins.com. 

• If your walk-in has a black rubber sweep, your door is fitted with Arctic’s optional sweep (Duracold 

Rubber Style Sweep). This sweep attaches to the underside of the door’s belly. It doesn’t install the same 

way as the gray Arctic Door Sweep. Find Duracold Rubber Style Sweep here. 

 

 

 

 

https://mywalkinparts.com/collections/door-sweeps
mailto:parts@arcticwalkins.com
mailto:parts@arcticwalkins.com
https://mywalkinparts.com/collections/door-sweeps/products/duracold-door-sweep-assembly-36-door
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How To Replace an Arctic Standard Door Sweep 

1. Unpack the sweep. 

2. Packing and shipping may cause the soft section of the sweep (flaps) to develop folds and twists.  

3. Before installation, the flaps of the sweep should be soft and pliable - see tips below. 

4. Remove the screws from the top section of the sweep, do not discard. 

5. Starting on one end, remove the sweep by pulling the top section from the door track. 

6. Slowly and gently work your way to the other end until the sweep is completely removed. 

7. Using a work cloth and a mixture of soap and warm water (do not use solvents or harsh chemicals), clean 

the door track before installing the new sweep. Ensure there is no debris obstructing the groove of the 

track. 

8. Starting on one end, push the dart of the sweep into the track making sure it snaps. Work your way to 

the other end. If necessary, use a small rubber mallet and gently tap the gasket to ensure it snaps into 

the groove of the track. Ensure the sweep is centered in the door. 

9. Close the door and check for fitting and proper seal. Trim sides as necessary for correct fit. 

10. Re-install the self-tapping screws to fix the sweep in place. 

IMPORTANT TIPS 

• After unboxing the sweep, the flaps may show kinks or twists. Place the sweep inside a warming cabinet 

at around 100°F to 130°F to soften the sweep tails. Soaking the sweep in hot water or running through 

the dish washing machine also works - ensure that the sweep is completely dry before installation. 

• When removing an old sweep, it may be necessary to use a flat screwdriver to gently pry the sweep out 

of the door track – use with caution to prevent damage to the track.  

• With the door closed and the lights off, stand inside and look for light coming through.  

 

 

Watch our Door Sweep Ordering & Replacement video guide! 

https://youtu.be/jeuX1_GhpKQ

